80% of human behaviour is
shaped by role models
Copy-paste.
By filling our daily lives at school
with shining examples ofgenius co-creators of a peaceful, sustainable
civilization - hero/ines we can nurture our entire young generation
with the meme-, skill- and behaviour-set
to transform, avoid collapse, and
create abundance for all.
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YL
designs media
in various formats
for bringing these stories
to the people, the young generation,
in many formats, for many uses and users,
in up to 19 languages, fit for the classrooms
and homes of the world. We are pioneering
Positive Change Media Culture, with
all that is needed for real change
#inspiration
# DIY knowledge
# action opportunity
# access to live meetings
# global changemaker community
Are you completely new to YL? Check out our video for a taste of
spirit, who we are, what we offer, and the solutions and actions
implemented by members of our community. It will add much to your
vision what is in and behind these methods, and ahead of you. Enjoy
the music! http://bit.ly/1rQvnty or www.youth-leader.org

Music: Voice of Youth.
That’s Xiuhtezcatl and Itzcuauhtli, two amazing Earth Guardians.

Hello again!
This booklet is about YL Methods.
The solutions for creating a global, peaceful,
just, thriving and sustainable, a sacred
civilization, exist.
They are implemented by ordinary people,
by caring experts, by teenagers and even
children. And they can be replicated by
people in a million places.
People everywhere, across age groups and cultures respond with
tears and enthusiasm. The dream shared by humanity is at reach,
within our lifetime.
What is needed, is to get these solutions, the inspirational model and
role models, out there, into the schools of the world, so the young
generation can grow up with them, implement them, and live this bright
new future?
How can we bring humanity’s best knowledge, myriads of solutions
to the people?
How can we inspire, equip and support the young generation to
implement them?
How can we make this happen in the place they frequent every day
- schools - with benefits for learning culture?
We have found answers to all these important questions: Youth-LeadeR
as a resource platform, a few methods and Change Generation Rising
as a year-round action program for youth and student clubs in and
outside school provide all that’s needed.
Experts and youth, citizens and teachers agree: This is it.
Spend a little time with us, explore this emerging bright new world,
discover the magic wands at your hand.

OUR RESPONSES:
1) A Spark Session inspires the entire class.
2) Inspired students manage a Hero/ines of the Month exhibit in class,
and found a YL Student Club.
3) YL Student Clubs unite youth across classes and grades. Together,
they manage a public space, featuring poster exhibits on changemakers,
solutions, causes... but also a table for fundraisers, petitions, campaigns,
projects... and thereby serves as hangout, action camp - and as an
Informal Sustainability Learning Environment ISLE.
This already establishes year-round presence - visually, and in action.
This is not little. This is huge, if you are aware of the power and quality
in our media, hero/ines, actions taken and inner transformation.
Our SERVICES include “live” webcasts with hero/ines, Change Generation Rising reality game, for year-round well documented activities
as YL Warriors. This has precious value for self-awareness, confidence,
changemaking, and also for CVs.
We also explain the value how youth leaders embody all the qualities
that society and educationask for in a young generation, especially in
this challenging 21st century. And we explain how we can easily
integrate these “new highly gifted” in our schools, give space and time
for changemaking, and benefit the entire school community. We have
been ding so for talented musicians and ball dribblers. It’s about time
we do so for our finest - the natural scial entrepreneurs and cultural
creatives who are going to fix society. Not as adults. but already as
kids. Find out in THE SCIENCE BEHIND YL.
But first, let’s look at our methods, and how they unfold at school.
I don’t know what is more exciting. The impacts they make, the
incredible youth that will emerge from years of these activities, or the
fact that it is so simple, that it can be done in any school. Really any
school, no matter how many centuries it is lagging behind.
Enjoy!

Based on years of experience, and observation of successful ventures,
we know that positive change happens from a combination of inspiration
+ role models + empathy + shared passion + sense of community +
fun + media tools + basic support + steps of action + media presence.
We have put together media, methods and services to inspire, equip
and support our generation at school to sustain a year-round stream
of activities, meet changemakers “live”, replicate model solutions, and
cultivate a youth leadership and changemaking climate.
The Spark Session is a simple method for teachers, youth and youth
workers. It takes a minimum of 45 minutes. 90 minutes are a recommended (good) minimum, 180 minutes are optimal.
Your tools: YL Cardgame and YL Poster set with 44 hero/ines, 4
Spark Videos (teen hero journey, teen action en masse, fun fundraisers,
twen changemakers)
View the videos here.
www.youth-leader.org/spark
They you’ll understand why people are so deeply impressed.
www.youth-leader.org/feedback.html

1. Assign a research task; preferably as homework: Distribute a
card / poster to every student “research story, video, website to present
next lesson.”
2. Mix viewing 4 Spark Videos and presentations. As students
present, stick the hero posters to the wall, form an exhibit. Give space
to shared enthusiasm and feedback.
People across age groups, cultures and professions in 70 nations
agree: “The most inspirational videos I have ever seen.” “It makes me
feel I want to get up, and do something, too.” “
3. Select favourite causes, form groups, use Action Kits, formulate
a mission
4. Decide on follow-up activities.
The hero/ines causes offer a wide scope of activities that will certainly
resonate with manyl students. Fundraisers, social experiments, research,
day-outs, habitat exploration, contribution to expert platforms, penpals,
school- and field partnerships, and of course replication of powerful
solutions pioneered by youth leaders!
+ Teachers declare support for inspired students
+ Inspired students decide on follow-up activities
They form a student club + to manage a Hero/ines of the Month exhibit
in class + organize “live” webcasts + present to classes and schools
+ Keep a YL cardgame in class
for constant inspiration and playful learning
We now have a foundation of group spirit and vision. It is crucial to
- sustain this spirit
- offer instant action opportunities
If this is NOT done, the group falls back into apathy, ignorance,
disappointment, and will not even respond to inspiration in the future.
Normally, this is a terrible situation for teachers, because they cannot
provide the necessary follow-up activities, exciting real life encounters
and positive feedback experiences. NOW, YOU DO HAVE THE
necessary support network to outsource this to YL and our global
community. AND you have a LOCAL TEAM to manage these activities
- a YL student club. Now check out how they sustain spirit and action.

Sustain the Spirit of Youth Leadership, sustainability solutions and
youth-led action on global issues in class
- year-round
- managed by a couple of inspired students
- without cost, or stress on teaching time
- with many collateral benefits for subjects
- with profound subconscious learning benefits
The exhibit is a perfect follow-up activity for students inspired by a
Spark Session. It is tuned to UNITED NATIONS International Days of
the month. Students simply select the posters of hero/ines working on
current UN Days, stick them up, and add a sheet with action opportunities. This gently reaches all students, through the entire year.
Add a brief presentation on the hero/ine, using their story, video and
action pack. No time? Foreign language lessons are perfect! - for
research, public speaking and audio-visual comprehension. As you
can imagine, teachers report unprecedented intrinsic motivation!
Teachers can plan ahead, assued to have exciting stories, role models,
even activities and “live” webcasts with our hero/ines for UN Days.
Our YL Calendar shows the days we serve through the year.
YL Student club members love managing the exhibit, presentations,
proposed actions, and webcasts. For them, this exhibit is of tremendous
value, since it connects to their greater community, naturally sustaining
and building support and participation in their changemaking activities.
They are fantastic “assistant teachers” for the school community.
This exhibit is a mini-version of the ISLE that student clubs manage
in a public school space.
We will look at the ISLE, right after having a look into a YL classroom.

An inspirational video on
effective public action.
A YL Student Club member
organizes a “live” webcast
with Nellie, sharing efforts
on banning the ivory trade
A YL cardgame as everpresent resource, and handy
powerpack of inspiration.

A YL Student Club member
manages a “Hero/ines of the
Month” mini-exhibit, with posters, action tips, progress, impact and achievements.

YL’s dates for September, the Day
of Literacy, Peace, and the Peacemakers poster set. We meet Nellie
to ban ivory trade, end the killing
of rangers and wildlife.

This is a very important, a fundamental, an indispensable element of
a new learning culture for positive change, sustainability, youth
leadership and changemaking.
Changemaking is an informal, self-organized, project-oriented learning
process. Since sustainability requires many changes not just to be
pondered upon and understood, but to be made - in real projects - it
is the true manifestation of (education for) sustainable development.
What is informal learning? Everything you know about global issues,
climate change, social entrepreneurship, most of what you know about
history, world affairs, your mother tongue, about parenting, sexuality,
sensuality, dinosaurs and other cultures, fishing, your favourite sport
etc etc ... you have acquired through informal learning processes through media, chit chat with friends, etc. You have not learned those
things in a formal classroom setting, have you?
Informal learning makes up at least 80% of everything we know, and
is often more engrained than what we have acquired in classroom
teaching settings (which is not well connected with how humans really
learn, as neuroscience and changemakers know and acknowledge).
These processes happen on the go and self-organized. Today, most
informal learning happens via media. Make sure to read about Role
Models and Positive Change Media Culture in “The Science Behind
YL”. Unless this gets done right, *nothing* can get any better.

Informal learning for mastery and success. The biggest painters, sports
and music superstars have not acquired their skills in the classroom.
Nor in private lessons. Their source lies in intuition, passion, free
expression. Formal teaching adds certain useful corner stones, like
a painter learns new strokes, uses new materials, a ball player learns
a little refinement of technique, or, more relevant, strategy in colaborative
teamplay. Mastery requires a mix of informal, improved by formal, and
practice of these learned skills in free play (experimental, jamming)
and concrete projects (matches).
What are informal learning environments? Formal learning environments
are standardized spaces like a 100x50 metre football field, a stone
hard ball, and 11 vs 11 teams. We don’t grow up learning football like
this. Not even in class! The best players, and especially brilliant
technicians like Neymar evolved their skills on dirt pitches, often
barefoot - and this is how these skills of ball handling evolve best, out
of necessity. A street basketball court, a playground with a slope and
tree trunks - are informal physical learning environments. See? Players
inspired by a brief introduction in formal classroom setting pursue their
passion in self-organized ways for long periods of time - this is where
they evolve and manifest their newly acquired skills to relevant degree.
So, how can we adapt this to changemaking?
How create an Informal Sustainability Learning Environment? We can
learn from the example of
informal music learning environments: music band rooms. What is in
there? Various instruments, posters (of role models, representing
spirit), favourite music cds, accessible any time, day or night, whenever
inspiration sparks, dreaming, experimenting, jamming, practicing ...
alone, as a group, with guests. It feels like a lounge, a home. There,
we prepare for public performance, nearby or far away. This is what
happens in “hubs” - co-working spaces for social entrepreneurs.
What are Informal Sustainability Learning Environments? ISLEs
therefore are a vibrant changemaker hang-out, with posters, videos,
stories of hero/ines (role model spirit), solutions (instruments), petitions
and campaigns (notes) guests, dialogue, jamming, dreaming up and
agreeing, planning projects - to be implemented beyond the school
fence. At school, an ISLE is a publicly visible pleasant space managed
by a fired up YL student club - with a hero/ines exhibit (this sets the
stage, ambience and spirit), with tables for petitions, campaigns, social

experiments, day-outs, fundraisers, projects, videos, webcasts. It is
the headquarter of “Our New Highly Gifted”. And it contributes tremendously to the entire school community.
Try sparking this, with a Spark Session, student club and more. YL
serves with media, actions, hero/ines, activities and “live” meetings.
A few more words on the magical powers of everpresent YL Poster
andISLE Exhibits.
An inspirational facebook post or youtube is gone and forgotten two
seconds later. A book is shut, and back we go to “the real world”. A
world that’s usually not as awesome as the book or video. And thus
we lose the inner spirit and the concrete vision for change, also.
Also, the inspiration from speaker presentation in class on February
wednesday morning is gone the day after... unless you sustain the
spirit, infos and the pertaining potential for change. I don’t like the
term, but it tells you that it works: use “billboard magic” - for good.
Make humanity’s finest role models, positive memes and action spirit
everpresent. This what exhibits do. An everpresent exhibit also facilitates
presentations and use in subject teaching. It also enables people to
stroll, read at their time, the right moment, re-visit, view QR linked
videos on mobile phones and discuss(!) with friends, dream up activities
- this is how change happens!
It costs close to nothing to print our posters, in black and white, or
colour. Home or office printers, copyshops, taping pages together for
creating larger sizes, it’s all fine. It makes a fantastic “space” of learning.
Add a computer and projector for video viewing and joining campaigns.
Add a table for bake sales, vegan feed-ins, fundraisers, petitions,
current social experiments, field partners progress and more!

A few dollars worth of printer ink reach
hundreds over weeks and longer.
The “stage” that these posters create can
much amplify the “presence”, community,
spirit and impact of student clubs.
And of course, they are a unique way of
anchoring the spirit of youth leadership
in public space, at farmers markets, for
nighttime projections... oh yeah!... and all
this linking to your youth-led action, building bigger support and impact.
Who, if not you, is to make headlines?
These are magic wands in your hands,
dear Griffindores!

Essential part of our approach is to COMBINE
media and methods for greater impact.
Spark Sessions are good examples.
We use the cardgame - and keep it in class.
We use the posters for research and presentation - and stick them up as exhibit. We keep
this exhibit up for a while, and then transfer it
to public space.
Inspired students add a table with fundraisers
and proposed actions in support of their favourite
causes. Is there a laptop and projector? Add
video to the stand. Now, this simple exhibit has
turned into a “space” with dynamic action, for
conversations and community-building.
Inspired students can repeat what they have
performed successfully in their own class, and
give presentations to younger classes.
Hero Theatre, and the Musical are also great
examples. Combine a public musical performance with an exhibit, stands for instant action
opportunities and sparking more student clubs.

MEDIA and METHODS are precious. But in our busy lives, schools,
and the ocean of worry, nonsense and distraction ... supportive
frameworks and vibrant community are vital for success. This is why
we offer everything that changemakers are using, and what is already
accepted as part of good learning culture. With new dimensions!

Meet outstanding changemakers of our time - “live” at school, events
or via webcast - in morning, afternoons, evenings, or on week-ends.
This is no ordinary presentation! One lesson of exciting preparation
using our Action Packs enables us to meet at eye-level, discuss burning
questions, share insider knowledge, and celebrate common achevements. Our poster sets even enable you to set up exhibits around UN
Theme Days, and involve your entire school community, with the
webcast session as a pinnacle moment. Our aim is to empower you!

Global learning is one thing. Taking action, meeting and supporting
real hero/ines in the field, seeing life-changing innovation unfold
another. We offer unprecedented dimensions of exciting colaboration
for schools and citizen groups with amazing partners.

are integral part of our “methods” of facilitating youth leadership into
schools around the planet. Student clubs are nothing new - but these
have access to a new scope of activities, media, projects, partners
and community - especially through:

our year-round action program is also a method...
+ a student club curriculum
+ ayouth leadership self-learning program
+ a reality adventure game
in partnership with humanity’s finest changemakers. This program
eclipses anything that has been offered in changemaking to-date.
More in our booklet OUR SERVICES.

Further,
we have precious views to share
about 21st Century education, from
- remember the purpose of schooling, to
- recognizing and properly nurturing
Our New Highly Gifted
And finally, there are magical energies at work
behind the scenes - well felt by everybody, but
not understood, not even by the “best”
changemakers.
We are going to unleash them to the fullest,
with you, from
- superpowers of youth at school, to
- the power of role models, and
- positive change media culture
Discover them in our booklet

